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Social Innovations for Communal
and Ecological Living: Lessons from
Sustainability Research and Observations
in Intentional Communities
IRIS KUNZE
At its best [the intentional community movement] has the potential for nothing less than helping save the human race, which is
drowning in its own material and cultural excesses. Communities,
in their seeking to overcome our fundamental disconnectedness
from each other and from nature, have an enormous message for
an alienated world.1
Is the above quotation exaggerated enthusiasm or a message of undiscovered potential? What can intentional communities contribute to
overcoming contemporary ecological, economic, and social problems
of modern societies? Searching for answers, I started with the realization that intentional communities—as a minor movement in society—contribute qualitatively rather than quantitatively to sustainable
development. Hence the aim of my seven-year-long research was less
to evaluate the sustainability of intentional communities—neither of
singular projects nor of generalized concepts—but rather to identify innovative methods employed by distinct communities and analyze their
existing, as well as potential, impact on broader fields in society.
To find answers to these questions I conducted my research strategy in two phases. First, I searched previous sustainability studies to
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develop criteria for sustainable living, organization, and infrastructures.
Studies using various theories and scientific approaches, from ecological building to urban planning, to discuss how social systems work
effectively and liberally were sampled to develop criteria for sustainable community management. In the second step, existing intentional
communities were selected—according to the criteria—to observe their
practices of community organizing. The outcomes of the research into
the living practice of seven communities provide lessons for sustainable
community-building.
In this article, I first show that community has relevance for
sustainability. Second, I discuss classical sociological approaches to
the history of community in modern society. My response will be that
a reinvention of community is innovative and already happening since
community is the basis for all societal structures. In the next section I
argue that intentional communities offer something new; namely, they
are social experiments in a sustainable future. I follow this discussion
with remarks derived from my field research about key principles of
sustainable community management in the areas of membership, decision making, and communication. I conclude by revisiting the discussion on the modern “loss of community” in light of these examinations
of intentional communities. Finally, I highlight derived lessons for
sustainable community management.
I. Sustainability: The Social Dimension and Intentional Communities
The concept of sustainable development was officially inaugurated with
the “Agenda 21” at the United Nations’ Earth Summit in 1992. Signed
by nearly every nation, the document declares the relation between
growing environmental, social, and economic problems and their globalized impact. The document offers recommendations to national and
local political organizations regarding energy saving, urban planning,
and support of ecological and regional economy. The aim in Agenda
21 is to shift societies toward long-term maintenance of environmental,
economic, and social well-being.2
At the outset, it is important to identify obstacles commonly
encountered in sustainable development within modern, industrialized
societies. At a fundamental level, there is a difference between knowledge and action; despite a high degree of knowledge about, and aware2
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ness of, unsustainable and inequitable forms of development, lifestyle
patterns and economic structures remain unchanged.3 A key to bringing
knowledge into action can be found in the social dimension of sustainability. Beyond innovations in ecological technology, the challenge
lies in exploring social principles for more appropriate forms of living.
According to sociologist Robert Bellah, “we cannot repair the damaged
environment unless we also repair our damaged social ecology.”4
In concrete words, the solution of current social problems like
the difficulties of balancing families and jobs, demographic changes,
multicultural relations, criminality, and injustice need to be included in
discussions about sustainable development. A key to exploring solutions at a fundamental level is to examine the process of creating and
constructing social structures and values that lead to sustainability.
Intentional communities present a worthwhile field within which to
observe these processes.
II. The Modern Loss of, and Postmodern Yearning for, Community
I will start with a brief sociological analysis of the concept of community and an account of the historical development social organization
from the Middle Ages to the contemporary state. I argue that in relation
to modern society, communality creates special qualities. Humans have
always lived in some kind of communal networks. The question is,
therefore, What is innovative about intentional communal living? The
short answer is that older forms of community were “lost” in modernity and today new forms are being reinvented. In today’s modern,
industrialized societies, clubs, families, and neighborhoods carry on the
principles of communality. Yet in modern societies community-building
processes have changed fundamentally. A brief sociological recapitulation of the modern loss of community and the emergence of new
postmodern communities will help to understand the reason why this
reinvention is happening today.
Two major historical changes should be mentioned in the discussion of communality in Western societies. First, during the Middle
Ages people started leaving the agricultural communities on European
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countrysides. As organized states and cities emerged, so too did largescale markets, for example, handcrafts. The major social infrastructure
changed from small-scale, personal systems of trade to larger, anonymous economic organizations. Historical research on “communalism”
during this medieval process of change has suggested that all governmental and institutional structures result from social processes and
communal living.5 Second, agrarian communal life continued to lose
its influence with the industrialization of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. The traditional community that lived and worked together
was substituted on the one side by private nuclear families in reproductive households and on the other side by forms of official employment
in commercial enterprises. Since the beginning of the industrial age,
cities and states have replaced traditional villages and farm communities with governmental institutions. In a nutshell communality has lost
its dominance to societal institutions in the changing process from
medieval times to modernity.
In 1887 German sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies provided an
in-depth theory of community. His Community and Society became
one of the foundations for the newly invented discipline of sociology, giving an explanation to comprehend the changes of modernity.
Tönnies described Gemeinschaft (community) as a mode of instinctual
and mainly unconscious togetherness. His second, and complementary,
form of social grouping is Gesellschaft (society), which is formed by
the instrumental, purpose-oriented, and intentional agency of individuals. In short, while communities are characterized by personal, direct
interactions between their specific members, institutions and societies
are characterized by impersonal, formal rules, general constitutions,
and laws in which the individual members are replaceable.6
In 1922, Max Weber modified Tönnies’s theory, adapting it to the
modern state, and describing community as a holistic process of interaction. According to Weber, all types of community eventually turn into
impersonal societal structures because humans are driven by purposeoriented agency. As a result, Weber argued that a community is an
unsustainable social structure. As a result, the coexistence of social and
economic relationships has been differentiated and often fragmented
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into abstract, impersonal dimensions.
The modern “loss of community” can be seen as liberalization
from traditional, oppressive, small-scale communities. In this interpretation, modern societies afford individuals agency to choose their religion, lifestyle, and occupation. Social theorists even oppose communal
structures in favor of individual freedom, diversity, and self-realization—which are held to be the attributes of society. Zygmunt Baumann
argues that, “community promises security but seems to deprive us of
freedom, of the right to be ourselves.”8 After discussing the oppressive and manipulative dangers of community,9 Baumann concludes
that community should be reinvented in a new fashion. In a globalized
world of change and insecurity, community needs to be something
different than a collective of like-minded people but rather a pluralistic
community of mutual sharing and welfare.
The philosophical debate on liberalism10 and communitarianism11
addresses whether freedom and communality can be combined. In
practice, it can be observed that the modern “loss of community” has
produced ambivalent results. On the one hand, individuals have broken
away from the narrow-minded and intolerant aspects of some traditional forms of community. Anonymous infrastructures and the separation of work and private life have given space to self-realization free
from social control. On the other hand, alienation from the economic
structures, disembeddedness from time and space,12 and a tendency
to be guided by an egoistic competition emerged.13 In modernization
processes Jürgen Habermas has observed that institutions formalize and
7
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often “colonize the lifeworld.” Rationalization for the sake of system
logic has the pathological effects of destroying and exploiting emotionally based trustful interactions—motor-of-life processes like raising
children and reproducing the basic needs.14
Evidence for the “colonialization of the lifeworld” and the loss of
community can be found today—at the end of modernity—in the social
conditions caused by the separation of “lifeworld” and work world, the
differentiation of economic, political, and cultural subsystems leading
to significant changes in communality: a divorce rate of more than 50
percent seems to reveal dramatically that the contemporary models of
living together—marriage and the nuclear family—cannot fulfill the
needs and requirements of an individual in a post-modern society.15 At
the same time, loneliness and psychosomatic illnesses are increasing,
and postmodern singles yearn for social contacts, communication and
interaction. As a result, diverse forms of communities are emerging, in
the forms of self-help groups or internet communities, diverse religious
subcultures, in networks of specified lifestyles, and in intentional communities.
An internal conflict between longing for and skepticism about
community characterizes individualized societies. In their search for
communality, modern individuals face a variety of dilemmas: freedom
versus commitment; spontaneity versus consistency; creativity versus
consumption; and adventure versus the humdrum of daily life.16 How
can these dilemmas be resolved and transformed to create a kind of
social formation that meets the requirements of postmodern individuals? The answer requires a completely new and creative social structure, which would have to be different from pre-modern, traditional
forms of community that have subordinated individual freedom and
self-realization to communal traditions. A new form of community
needs to transcend the contradictions by creating the space that integrates individual freedom, self-realization and responsibility, readiness
to share some of the possessions, and a mutual long-term commitment.
What makes contemporary intentional communities a worthwhile field
of investigation is that many are dealing with precisely these issues in
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experimental and innovative ways.
Community resists all permanent or universal definitions17 because
every community is shaped by its particular members. Furthermore,
the symbolic dimension of community “underlines the fact that community is a normative as well as a descriptive term. A community is
defined by what the group aspires to be and not only by what it actually is.”18Sociologists have concluded that social behavior arises from
everyday interaction and living together, subsequently creating communal structures.19 Hence, community is inclusive and voluntary; it is
constituted by meaningful, related, and committed agency characterized
by a low degree of formalization and is therefore permanently created
by its participants.20
The very same processes occur in daily life in newly created intentional communities. From this perspective, intentional communities
can be seen as fields where communal structures are created. To address
the question about innovative ways of sustainable living, I selected
communities with corresponding aims to observe creation processes
of sustainable structures. The aim of the research is intended to help
understand what a community can become rather than what it is.
III. Intentional Communities: A Postmodern Reinvention of Community?
The development of intentional communities is not a modern or postmodern phenomenon. These types of community have existed throughout history in all types of societies and cultures.21 However, two characteristics seem to be direct responses to modern individualization and
globalization. First, intentional communities started to network beyond
their local and national boundaries. In the 1940s they began to connect
in North America and they coined the term “intentional communities.”22
17
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Today there is a worldwide platform where about four thousand communal groups from all over the world come together.23 Second, they are
explicitly diverse in philosophy, spirituality, and lifestyle. Their idea of
community is not the creation of a common belief system or lifestyle
but rather to create unity in diversity as a creative richness of mutual
benefit with a core value of communality. Each community places “a
high priority on fostering a sense of community—a feeling of belonging and mutual support that is increasingly hard to find in mainstream
Western society.” Furthermore, they describe themselves as “groups
of people who have chosen to live together with a common purpose,
working cooperatively to create a lifestyle that reflects their shared core
values. The people may live together on a piece of rural land, in a suburban home, or in an urban neighborhood, and they may share a single
residence or live in a cluster of dwellings.”24
Ecovillages and co-housing projects are types of young intentional
communities.25 Both participants and scientific observers emphasize
that they must be distinguished from the early back-to-nature communes of the 1960s and 1970s.26 The difference is that ecovillages build
living alternatives rather than just criticize or “drop out” of society.
Striving for more than a simple rural life close to nature, they want to
include the best aspects of modern society, such as art, research, education, and the efficiency of technology.27
From a sociological point of view, intentional communities have a
in in Yellow Springs, Ohio, which resulted in the establishment of the Fellowship for
Intentional Community (Metcalf and Christian, “Intentional Communities”). For the Fellowship for Intentional Community, see http://www.ic.org.
23
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Europe (Poppau: Volker Peters Verl, 1998–2004), http://www.eurotopia.de.
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specific socio-political dimension in that they (1) are founded consciously on the basis of an alternative vision of society, (2) search and
explore new ways of living with other people and with nature, (3)
develop group-building qualities through common aims, communal
living, and a derived lifestyle, and—while “natural” communities (like
families) tend to subordinate to society—(4) strive for transformation
of society.28
An analysis of data produced by a networking organization for
European intentional communities reveals that 90 percent of new community attempts remain stagnated in the planning stage in the first five
years and never become physically realized.29 The main difficulties lie
in finding affordable land, obtaining planning permissions, and maintaining self-sustaining local economies that often clash with established
regulations.30 Other problems include unresolved conflicts of internal
policy and internal social relationships.31 Despite a high failure rate, the
four thousand communities in the introduced networks have managed
to move beyond the planning stage; some of them having existed stably
for over thirty years and still managing their communal facilities and
finances as a non-profit organization decided in consensus by the members. Many of the current successful intentional communities receive
more membership requests than they can handle. What are the secrets
of this success?
IV. Key Experiences of Sustainable Community Management
\
As I outlined above, I conducted my research in two phases. First,
principles of sustainable community management were derived from
the theoretical state of the art32 and from already existing empirical
surveys.33 The outcome was the following list of criteria to select inten28
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tional communities for qualitative exploration: not limited to a particular religion or ideology, but rather committed to a pluralistic diversity
with the common aim of striving for ecological and social justice (codified in bylaws), a high degree of self-organization, democratic shared
ownership of land and communal housing, shared facilities that are
organized and financed communally, consensus and decentralized decision method, and transparent and flexible community management. In
addition to these principles, the communities needed to be in existance
longer than five years and have more than twenty members.34
Second, the empirical phase started with exploring Auroville, an
intercultural town project in Southern India, and Findhorn, one of the
largest and most popular ecovillages, located in Scotland—each in twomonth-long restudies. In addition to the observations and interviews,
valuable written documents helped to expand and specify the derived
criteria. In the next step available data about intentional communities from the above mentioned Eurotopia directory (1998–2004) and
a questionnaire survey we conducted about social, organizational, and
intentional data of 113 intentional communities in Germany35 were
analyzed to select—finally five—promising communities in Germany
for qualitative research. In the five selected intentional communities36
in Germany, we conducted participant observation in daily life, community meetings, and other events, as well as narrative and experts’
interviews during one to three week-long visits.37 This participatory
method was chosen in order to compare the reality of everyday living
to community self-portrayals on the internet or in books.
In the following subsections I highlight the key principles of community organizing in the social dimension of sustainability as discovered through my research. I identified effective tools for membership,

the Virtual World, vol. 2, ed. Karen Christensen and David Levinson (Thousand Oaks,
Calif.: Sage, 2003), 690–93.
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35
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36
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decision making, and property ownership. During the field research,
social dynamics were discovered to be relevant. The fairly high failure
rate of 90 percent illustrates that, for building and running a community, individuals need special social and organizational skills.38 The
communities under study learned from mistakes about the importance
of social skills. These basics for a sustainable community management
will be discussed in the third subsection about social competencies.
How to govern membership
Constructive membership rules of sustainable living need to balance
three aspects: First, individual liberty; second, communal cooperation
and responsibility; and, third, the sustainable embedding of the community in the society and the ecological environment. The following
methods were found to be successful in serving these three functions in
all seven communities under study:
First, to support the individual liberty of free choice of membership, individual contracts between the member and the community
were drawn up, for instance, with regard to renting living space or to
working in community units. This extends to the financial support of
members who leave the community to start a new life outside—irrespective of their reasons for leaving. The fact that leaving is possible
without losing economic security seems to encourage members to join
and stay.
Second, in four of the communities, a non-profit unit or foundation with the aim of providing healthy and ecological living space owns
the land and the real estate fully; in the other three cases these units
are co-owners. As a community provides common accessible wealth,
a charter binding the use of the land and the housing to social and ecological aims protects the communal co-operation from getting exploited
by irresponsible interests like an orientation toward individual profit.
In other words, these institutions aim to prevent the “tragedy of the
commons.”39
Third, in “Stamm der Likatier,” a modern “tribe of the old celtic
Likatier” in the historic Bavarian city of Füssen, membership rules
were introduced to regulate different kinds of individual commitment to
the community. The community owns several old multi-family dwellings in the city and runs a publishing house, an internet shop, and some
38
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other units. While some members wish to live closely together and
work for the community on a regular basis, others prefer to live separately in the neighborhood and spend a great amount of time outside
the community. The members can choose between keeping their private
property and renting a house, or completely joining the communitarian economy which gives them a say in decisions and certain duties.
During observations the community showed that it gains diversity, and
therefore resilience, by providing different kinds of committed membership. A precondition for this kind of system is a core group that provides a minimal structure of community and responsibility. In Stamm
Füssen, this process of differentiation came about only after ten or
more years of successful, homogenous community life as the children
became teenagers rebelling against the dogmas of their parents.
Over the years all observed communities have installed procedures
for “testing” and accepting new members that often take half a year or
more to give the interested person an opportunity to get to know the
community members better and vice versa. This probational period
can be seen as insurance for the communities. The ecovillage Sieben
Linden, for instance, changed—or had to change—its policy from
complete openness to a restrictive process of selection according to
applicants’ willingness and ability to integrate socially into the community and take care of their livelihood and employment. New communities that are in the building phase often attract active people and accept
almost all applicants, while a successfully established and stable project
tends to draw applicants looking for a sheltered home. This tendency
causes problems for established intentional communities, as they are
generally based on self-responsibility and individual sustenance. Working infrastructures depend on active people creating and maintaining
them and behaving responsibly toward the community.
Consensus decision fosters activity of the members
Quantitative empirical data from our survey at the University of Münster’s Department of Sociology indicates a large amount of democratic
and emancipatory practices in intentional communities. In 62 percent
of the 113 intentional communities in Germany, the real estate is in the
hands of the community unit, and 69 percent are organized as charitable, non-profit, democratic units. In addition, 47 percent use consensus
decision making, 36 percent the majority vote, and 21 percent autono-
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mous subgroup decisions, while some combine all of these methods.40
Communities practiced different strategies of consensus decisionmaking according to the size of the communities and the degree of
shared property. A sophisticated and efficient model—which has
worked for over twenty years—was developed in the Kommune
Niederkaufungen with seventy members running a dozen units and
sharing their entire property. The core of their decision-making system
is a highly structured process of self-motivated participation in working groups, transparency of all work steps to the whole commune and
decision-making in the general assembly with rotated facilitators. They
strive for a constructive decision-making process in which concerned
members feel acknowledged rather than overworked. According to their
philosophy and experience, consensus decision methods need to be focused on active participation rather than outright rejection of proposals.
Kommune Niederkaufungen encourages all members to express their
points of view and address their sense of mutual responsibility, which,
in turn, motivates members to contribute in a constructive way.
Furthermore, Kommune Niederkaufungen emphasizes that consensus decision-making depends on democratic property structures. Should
one or several persons own the community buildings, democratic
decision-making processes would be thwarted because the owners’
responsibility would create hierarchies that contradict the equality of
consensus. The fundamental organization of the observed communities
consists of democratic bodies (generally a charitable unit) to which all
residents belong.
Social competences and authentic communication are the basics
Members of all communities under study said they had to learn to
work on their social competences and communication skills in order
to improve community management and to be able to reach consensus
decisions. The following quotations from interviews with community
members of Kommune Niederkaufungen in 2006 emphasize that communication is essential for communities:
There are conflicts—also in projects like this which aim to solve
social problems. The crucial point is to be able to deal with them in a
better way.
The founders thought of “Paradise on Earth” when they created an
ideology, rules and structures as a foundation for the community. But, I
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learned that everyone needs to get rid of his patterns of controlling and
ego-strategies to be able to live communally. And then, everything can
happen!41
The community members had to learn not only to accept but
also to appreciate different opinions, to be moderate and fair, and at
the same time dare to express their own wishes. The social forum, a
method that helps to reveal and exchange individual perspectives and
emotions, was developed in the ZEGG community (near Berlin) and is
currently used in many others. Based on the experience that emotional
problems block objective decision-making, they started the forum as a
separate meeting in addition to the residential assembly on emotional
and relational issues. Sitting in a circle, members express their conflicts
or their agreeability, while a facilitator mediates. ZEGG’s and other
communities’ application of the forum relaxed residential assemblies,
made them more cooperative, and allowed them to focus on objective
solutions rather than on such strategies as convincing others.
Methods that are also very common and successfully applied
in intentional communities include non-violent communication and
community-building processes based on the work of Scott Peck, which
are employed to support a communal atmosphere of mutual tolerance,
openness, and understanding.42 The challenge seems to lie in adapting
these methods to the specific needs of the community and its members.
V. Conclusion: Lessons from Intentional Communities and Their
Societal Impact
Which general lessons about sustainable community-building can
be derived from the observations of intentional communities? Weber
concluded all kinds of communities will end up as formal institutions
and Habermas amended the tragedy of the “colonialization of the
lifeworld.” The empirical reality and practice of the communities exemplified in their key experiences show another possibility for development.43
We can understand the processes in intentional communities as
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demonstrating how communities can continue as social modes without becoming institutionalized with the help of Scott Peck’s work. As
Habermas and Peck concluded, social crises occur when institutional
and functional (for example, economic) structures exploit and deny the
value of community-building processes that underlie institutionalization. In group workshops, Peck found that community members have to
let go of expectations, prejudice, ideologies, and the need to control or
convert others—in short, to make the transition from “rugged” to “soft”
individualism—to become a capable agent in the creation process of
a “true” community. This kind of community he calls “a group of all
leaders” who are open and in tune with each other, a community which
is an integrative, democratic, comprehensive, committed, and responsive system.44
Consulting my observations, intentional communities and ecovillages have created a way of (re)claiming or decolonizing the lifeworld.45 While institutional structures are used to rule and organize
daily life, the decisive structures remain the communal and personal
communication processes. Their specialty is to keep formalized structures responsive and flexible to individuals and particular needs. The
experiences of the community members under study suggest that the
central aim of creating sustainable communities was primarily supported by mutual acknowledgement through learning open and constructive
forms of communication and corresponding social competences.
One of the challenges that communities face is meeting the requirements of modern lifestyles while simultaneously demonstrating
social and environmental resilience.46 Through long-term experience
of community management and communal living, these intentional
communities have discovered a variety of innovative ways to balance
cooperation and individualism. They integrate individual freedom in
a sense that differs fundamentally from traditional communities. My
study revealed that individual freedom and self-realization on the one
hand, and cooperation, responsibility, a sustainable lifestyle, and social
security on the other hand, can be combined and are already successfully combined in many intentional communities—despite other sociologists’ assertions to the contrary.47 Community need not be defined
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as being contradictory to freedom and individualism. A specific kind
of interaction is decisive for sustainable and innovative community
management. This interaction can be achieved by transparent, humanscale, and democratic organizational structures created and controlled
by the participants, and by a culture of non-violent communication49
and cooperation.
Recalling the introductory quotation by Timothy Miller, intentional
communities with explicit corresponding intentions have shown the potential to transform modern societal living conditions to sustainability
in at least three areas. First, in terms of their ecological footprint, they
proved to be successful models for reducing energy consumption while
providing increased quality-of-life conditions.50
Second, as political grassroots workers they explicitly respond
to boarder societal problems. Several investigations identify the civil
society and social movements as the most important initiators of a
transformation to a sustainable world culture.51 Robert Schehr discusses
the impact social movements, especially intentional communities, make
upon the decolonialization of the lifeworld.52 Susan Brown characterizes intentional communities as a “cultural critique” in the form of a
“revitalization movement.” Whether religious or secular, whether based
on a revival of traditional culture or an unrealized utopian goal, Brown
defines a revitalization movement as “a deliberate, organized, conscious
effort by members of a society to construct a more satisfying culture”
and designates it as “a special kind of culture change phenomenon.”53
Using Brown’s analysis, we see intentional communities as neither
merely reactions to specific societal conditions nor just reproductions of
premodern communal bonds within postmodern societal frameworks.
The third aspect is the potential of intentional communities as
living laboratories of communal and ecological living in almost all
areas of life. According to their goals, they experiment with commu48
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nity management, small-scale economies, eco-housing, cultural norms,
social relationships, forms of household organization, education, and
communication. Therefore, they use and develop diverse methods, from
permaculture to conflict resolution, and from community organization
to energy efficiency.54
The approach of intentional communities is innovatively experimental because they follow a process of “transformative utopianism,”55
which means that they reflect on their theoretical foundations and adapt
them to changing conditions. In turn, intentional communities provide
fields of practical education for social competences, in which members
can learn and are socialized as communally competent beings—something which is lacking in the education systems of individualized
societies.
The growing popularity of intentional communities—expressed
in diverse networks and platforms from “family-friendly co-housing”
to “plan-B retirement”—is based upon their concrete approach to
overcoming aspects of modernity, such as unsustainability, alienation,
and forms of social and economic disembeddedness like social isolation and the colonization of the lifeworld. Learning from these living
laboratories, I have interpreted and distilled the following lessons for
sustainable community management that are applicable to any kind of
community or social system including families, neighborhoods, municipalities, and business networks.56
Use “unity in diversity” with sustainable communality as basic
principles rather than profit.
Keep organization flexible and responsive to the members, for
instance, by using consensus decisions and collective ownership.
A culture of dialogue and reflection concerning the social atmosphere and conflict prevention are regarded to be crucial. Methods for
communication and conflict resolution can help.
Space, settlement, and facilities should be planned and constructed
in communal processes with the residents themselves.
These four lessons also show that the living reality of experimental communities presents a direct response to the questions and
problems of social risks, environmental crises, and uncertainty at all
54
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levels. In industrialized, alienated societies suffering from the pathology of a colonized lifeworld, the highest need lies in the culturally
underestimated fostering of social and ecological awareness as well as
social competences of communality. Therefore, community-building
processes as a holistic experience of cooperative relationships seem to
be an essential and hands-on learning experience with the potential for
creating experience-based socio-ecological behavior—the basis for putting the knowledge about innovative, sustainable community management into practice.

